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Brad and Barry Klinge have been investigating paranormal occurrences for the last 20 years, and in

Chasing Ghosts, Texas Style, they divulge some of their most exciting ghost encounters and

analyze the science behind their paranormal hunts. Each chapter of this fascinating book focuses

on the Klinge brothers' investigations into the creepiest of places and explains how they have been

able to capture both audio and video of paranormal occurrences using their high-tech tools and a

healthy dose of common sense. Even when faced with mysterious slamming doors and haunting

pleas for help, these brothers never shy away from a bone-chilling encounter or another chance to

investigate a centuries-old haunting.
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This is one of the best written books from a tv paranormal group. Brad and Barry discuss the

realities (not the glamour) behind a paranormal group from the process of starting a group,

frustrations of dealing with people (from crazies, faux psychics and people who just want to get their

15 minutes of fame) and the media. Ghost Lab takes a scientific approach to ghost hunting which is

very refreshing. This is what a paranormal group should be about. It saddens me that their show got

cancelled because I thought it was one of the best paranormal shows on tv.

Having watched the Ghost Lab series on Discovery channel and now aired on Destination American

channel occasionally, I actually like this book. Brad and Barry write about their investigations that



was part of their Ghost Lab series, and some that were before Ghost Lab. They asked very

intelligent questions on ghosts of the How,Why,When, and Where, that all of us who believe in the

paranormal may have asked ourselves. I wished Ghost Lab was still airing new episodes, it is tied

with Ghost Adventures as being my 2 fave ghost hunter shows, because of the in your face

evidence of ghosts and demons. If you are a fan of Everyday Paranormal, Ghost Lab, and or a

ghost hunter yourself just breaking out in the field, or just curious about the afterlife and spirit world

this book is a recommended read.

I'll admit to being a little biased in this review as I am a fan of Brad and Barry and Steve and

Everyday Paranormal along with their old show, Ghost Lab. I like their approach to the paranormal

and have always found it the most agreeable to my own beliefs. The book is very informal and

written more from dialogue with Brad and Barry as they recount their early childhood personal

experiences with the paranormal and up to the creation of Everyday Paranormal and beyond. I

would recommend this book to any fan of the brothers, Everyday Paranormal and Ghost Lab

without hesitancy and I think it is a great read for anyone interested in ghost-hunting, the

paranormal and the supernatural: believers and skeptics alike.Also, unlike some other books by

famous ghost-hunting groups, the cases in here are not just rehashes from episodes you've already

seen, although they do reference them in their stories.Bravo, gentlemen. Well done!

I waited for this book to come out from the first day that I heard that the Kling brothers wrote it. I

instantly went online at  and ordered and paid for it way in advance. If you loved Ghost Lad as much

as I did, and you haven't read this book yet, what are you waiting for? It reads just like you were

listening to the brothers talking on tv. The stories are fascinating, and the book is, at times, quite

funny. They did a remarkably good job putting this together. I loved the book, (obviously), and would

love to read more by them. Also I must say that these guys were the best by far at what they did on

Ghost Lab. By far the very best on TV!

I got into watching the Klinge Brothers through Netflix, and I am so glad I did. They have a great

energy about them and they have a lot of concern about the actual scientific side of paranormal

investigation. It's really refreshing.The book is written as a sort of back-and-forth between the two

brothers, almost like the chapters are conversation subjects and they toss their two cents in

separately from one another. If you've seen their show Ghost Lab, it has some references to a few

episodes, but it's not just a rehash of them at all. Everything in this book feels like new content, and



nothing feels redundant or copied from the show.It's written in a very casual style that I think

everyone will have a great time reading. If you're interested in paranormal investigation at all, give

this book a go.

Great read. This book is full of good humor and common sense, just what I'd expect from these

boys on a paranormal adventure. I've always enjoyed them on TV, and I also enjoy this book, and

highly recommend it.

Great listen. I have followed the Everyday Paranormal for years and was glad that they finally got

around to writing a book about their adventures. If you are into the paranormal, I recommend this as

a must read.

I was a fan of Ghost Lab, so I was excited to see the Klinge Brothers wrote a book about their

techniques and background. I like that they are/were willing to try new methods and think outside of

the box in paranormal investigating. I also like that science and common sense is used when trying

to debunk scenarios. I was surprised that Barry was skeptical when they started. Very neat book for

anyone interested in paranormal investigations.
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